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Long Report
Membership:
In the annual report book for 2017 it was reported that we had 9,406 members. On
May 17 a email was received from the treasurer that monies have been coming in
for 2017 which grew our membership to 9443
Our present membership for 2018 is 7,927 which means we are 1516 members
short of the 2017 membership.
As of May 2018, 14 councils have not submitted fees….3 in St. Paul, 5 in Grouard, 4
in Calgary and 2 in Edmonton.
Awards : Father Walter Krewski
42 councils reported an increase in membership -Calgary 15 councils
Edmonton 19 councils, St. Paul 4 councils , Grouard McLellan 4 councils with
Mackenzie Ft Smith reporting no increase.
21 Councils sent in new member submissions totaling 194 new members
Percentage increase in membership winner is shared between St. Joseph, Spirit
River in the Diocese of Grouard –McLellan and Ascension, Calgary in the Diocese of
Calgary with a 50 % increase
Increase in membership winner is St. Albert the Great, Calgary in the Diocese of
Calgary
Increase in new memberships winner is St. Mary’s, Red Deer in the Diocese of
Edmonton with 22 members
Annual Reports
2017-18 has been a challenging year for the annual reporting process with the
difficulties happening at the national office. The reports sent out to parish councils

were incomplete and therefore the reports coming into the provincial officers did
not necessarily give a complete picture.
In working on the annual reports it is clear that when we identify only 50% or 40%
of councils reporting it does not indicate the scope of our work as a province. The
only thing that it tells us is that reporting is not a priority for a good percentage of
our councils.
ACTION: We need to look at how we make reporting an important aspect of what
we do in the sense that the reports should be our opportunity to evaluate our work,
keep what works, change or get rid of what doesn’t.
As well working on the annual reports it is evident that many councils do not have
all positions filled. That in itself is not a negative thing. It only becomes negative
when there is no thought given to the work under that position. Resolutions and
legislation come immediately to mind but there were a few reports that came in that
had no diocesan counter-parts.
ACTION: Committee chairs need to develop a strategy to work more closely with
their diocesan counterparts. We cannot assume that they know they are a
subcommittee of a Provincial Committee . If there is no diocesan counterpart then
we must work out a strategy on how we communicate the information to the council
so their members receive it.
I think Regional and Zone meetings in the fall might be a first step in addressing the
situation.
Three Cups of Tea
This centers around relationships and effecting change. As all at this table are
familiar with the philosophy we need to ask ourselves what cup of tea are we
drinking from. With regard to our own individual committee do we approach with
the question how can I effect change within myself and the provincial council . How
am I educating my provincial colleagues about the issues. We must not be in a hurry
with getting stuff done remembering that for the most part we do not feel
comfortable with change.
This is very important for the Strategic Planning business. As they are rolling it
out and most of us have been involved a few times with presentations we must
remind ourselves that for councils it is the first time many of them are hearing about
it even though they have been given a heads up and so we should not work from the
assumption that all know what is going on. As well we must continue with our
priorities and not say well things may change so let’s wait until then.
Committee Work

Since our last meetings I attended the Edmonton Diocesan Convention and the
MacKenzie Fort Smith Diocesan Convention as a presenter. I also represented the
Provincial Council.at the Edmonton convention.
I attended the Calgary Diocesan Convention as a member where I received my life
membership. I felt the Calgary Diocesan convention had great substance with
regard to euthanasia , assisted dying and palliative care. They rolled out the Over 18
documentary which was an eye opener to most of the ladies. In following up with
some members it who talked to parents and kids they seem to have a lot of
knowledge about the issue so that means its even more important that we do the
letter writing.
As well I talked to the aid of MP Sorenson about the effectiveness of letter writing
campaigns. He said that as long as there is a signature they take it seriously. On
form letters if one adds a personal note it is more effective. As well we talked about
the Senate and he said we should be sending our information to the senators that
represent our province as well.
I have attended two 2018 Provincial Convention Planning Meetings . The two I
missed I was away for one and I had a commitment to my parish council as I was
coordinating our Lenten Retreat for the other.
I attended a CASWT presentation on behalf of Mary Hunt and sent her a report.
I have been organizing the annual report book with the help of Betsy Fletcher. I
spoke to a member of my parish council who happens to be a Calgary Catholic
School Board trustee about Calgary Catholic doing our printing. She wasn’t sure
about the process but put me in touch with a member of their administration who
was very happy to accommodate us. Calgary Catholic has been a great help to me
with the printing.
I delivered the flags, banner and tent cards to the convention planning committee
meeting on May 19. I had the membership awards engraved and made up the
certificates for the Walter Krewski awards.
I did not post any communiqués in the last while although I sent out many memos
reminding and asking for information.
It has been an interesting year as I have been discovering who I am as presidentelect. June has kept me in the loop in the things that she has been doing and of
course is my go to person for everything I don’t know which is almost everything.
Respectfully submitted

